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BEAUFIGHTERS DESTROY THREE ENEMY AIRCRAFT

Three enemy aircraft were destroyed and others were severely damaged
in combats with Beaufighters of Coastal Command ever the North Sea on

Thursday afternoon.

The Beaufighters, which were patrolling over a wide area, sighted
numerous German aircraft flying singly. In each case the Beaufighters
attacked at once, and although several of the Nazis succeeded in finding

refuge in the clouds, two Heinkel 111 bombers and a Heinkel 115 float

plane were shot down into the sea.

The enemy aircraft distintegrated under the concentrated fire

power of the Beaufighters and crashed after pieces had been cut from

them by the hail of bullets and shells.

An Australian flight lieutenant, who has an artificial leg,
accounted for the float plane. He attacked it at sea level. In his

first attack the Australian saw pieces fly from the enemy’s port main

plane and fuselage, and he also put the German gunner out of action,

"As I flew past", said the Australian, "I saw his rear gun pointing

skywards. The gunner must have been killed or wounded by our first

burst."

The Heinkel found temporary shelter in a snow-storm, but the

Australian found it again and gave it another hurst from 150 yards range.

This time the float-plane went up vertically and then dived into the

sea.

Less than an hour later the Australian sighted a Junkers 88,
but after one burst it escaped into the cloud and was not seen again.

Another Beaufighter of the same squadron cut the starboard engine

from a Heinkel 111 with a burst of fire at close range. "After the

engine fell out," said the pilot, "pieces dropped from the fuselage.

The Heinkel flew on for about 300 yards then fell in flames into the

sea.

The second Heinkel 111 was shot down by a sergeant-pilot. A

stream of bullets from the Beaufighter tore into the enemy’s fuselage

in the starboard wing. The starboard engine was hit and pieces
of the wing fell off. Sheets of flame burst from the Heinkel, and

when the last seen it was diving into the sea.

Blenheim fighters also took part in the patrol, and one of them

put the rear-gunner of a Heinkel 111 out of action, damaged the

aircraft and caused it to jettison its load of bombs.

Another Heinkel was badly damaged in a combat with a Beaufighter,
but the enemy finally escaped in the cloud.


